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New online exhibition revisits Cook’s eight days in Kamay
20/5/2020
"We discovered them before they even set foot on land!"
– senior Gweagal knowledge holder, Shayne Williams, 2020.
The State Library of NSW's latest online exhibition Eight Days in Kamay invites
visitors to revisit James Cook's legacy and European accounts of the Endeavour's
short stay in Kamay (Botany Bay) 250 years ago.
According to Damien Webb, head of the State Library's Indigenous Engagement
team: “Cook’s time in Kamay is one of the most misunderstood events in
Australia's colonial history.”
“250 years later these events are still being debated, contested, felt,” says Mr
Webb. “And what is missing from almost every non-Aboriginal re-telling of Cook’s
voyage is any sense of Aboriginal agency or humanity.”
On 29 April 2020 the State Library published a statement that the Gweagal people
of Kamay discovered Cook on this day in 1770 – a view rarely spoken or written
about in history – and it caused a stir on social media.
NSW State Librarian John Vallance says, “This Library is committed to ensuring
that Aboriginal voices are properly heard alongside all the others that make up
our shared history. We are always encouraging individuals and communities to
add their traditions and perspectives to the record.”
The online exhibition explores what those fateful eight days looked like from the
perspective of the Gweagal people, with knowledge gained through community
consultations in La Perouse and by senior Gweagal knowledge holder Shayne
Williams.
Mr Webb says it has become clear through local knowledge that the
well-established welcome protocols of the Gweagal people were completely
ignored by the Endeavour crew when they landed at Kamay.
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“The two men painted in ochre who stood bravely at the shore were attempting
to follow cultural protocol – Aboriginal men did not simply wander around like
this. Had they been respected instead of shot at, perhaps the wisdom of the
Gweagal people might have been the foundation on which a future nation was
built.”
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First contact between the British and the Gweagal people is one of stories
featured in the Eight Days in Kamay online exhibition, which invites visitors to
think about the events of 1770 and its legacy in different ways.
The exhibition:
•

•
•

•

brings together a selection of the sketches and samples collected
by Sydney Parkinson, Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander of this newly
‘discovered’ natural world with the original Gweagal context and
knowledge associated with them;
explores Aboriginal agriculture and technology as witnessed by
the Endeavour crew;
confronts and reflects on 'Cook the Hero' v 'Cook the Pirate' through
contemporary artwork by Vincent Namatjira, Jason Wing, Michael
Cook, Karla Dickens and Daniel Boyd; and
challenges visitors to revisit or view the journals of Banks, Cook and
other Endeavour crew members from a different lens.

The final story recounts the extraordinary protest of April 1970 which saw
Aboriginal leaders and activists from across Australia protest the Cook
bi-centenary celebrations at Kurnell, attended by Britain’s Queen Elizabeth,
Prince Philip and Princess Anne.
As a final note, Damien says "the events of 1770 have profoundly impacted
the lives of everyone since, but we sometimes forget they happened to real
and sovereign people on the shores of Kamay. How we reconcile with the
realities and legacies of colonisation is a difficult thing to imagine.
But, as always, we must begin with truth."
Visit the online exhibition here: www.sl.nsw.gov.au/kamay
The physical exhibition will open when the State Library reopens to the
public at a date still to be determined.
Damien Webb is available for interviews.
Curator Ronald Briggs can also talk about the 1970 protest.
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